AUTOMATIC X
PERFORMANCE YOU CAN RELY ON

QUALITY IN DESIGN
	
SEBO has always been at the forefront of vacuum cleaner design and technology,
producing the first upright with an on-board hose in 1978. This tradition of
innovation, along with advanced engineering skill, has resulted in SEBO becoming
the worlds leading manufacturer of professional upright vacuum cleaners.
	SEBO automatic X models are vacuum cleaners of professional quality,
performance and reliability that are designed for use in the home.
Innovation – The Computer Control System optimises performance by ensuring that the
brush is always at the correct height. It also protects the machine, for example by shutting
down the motor if there is a blockage. Other innovative and practical features include
cassette style brush roller removal and an integrated wand for extended reach.
Performance – The high performance motor, the Computer Control System and the efficient
air flow design combine to give outstanding cleaning results - which is why SEBO regularly
comes top in independent tests.
Quality – Made in Germany, SEBO vacuum cleaners are constructed from the highest
quality materials. Every SEBO vacuum cleaner is fully tested before it leaves the factory and
independent surveys consistently show SEBO to be the most reliable upright brand, so that
you can be confident that in buying a SEBO, you are buying the best.
SEBO X range benefits:
›	Award winning reliability
› Built to last
› 5 year guarantee*
›	Outstanding cleaning performance
– on carpet, hard floor and pet hair
› Comfortable and easy to use
› British Allergy Foundation approved

Carpet manufacturers recommend SEBO....
....and not just for red carpets. Although many of the world’s corridors of
power are cleaned with a SEBO, using a SEBO vacuum cleaner will ensure the
appearance and longevity of any carpet or flooring whether it’s the White House,
The Red Lion or 41 Magnolia Avenue!

Made in Germany
*Domestic use only. Conditions apply.
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SEBO X RANGE

SEBO automatic X4 Pet

SEBO automatic X1.1

› 1300 Watt motor

› 1150 Watt motor

› Computer control system

› Computer control system

› S-Class filtration

› S-Class filtration

› Activated carbon
odour filtration

› British Allergy Foundation
Seal of Approval

› British Allergy Foundation
Seal of Approval

› Crevice and upholstery nozzles
› 7.3kg

› Crevice and upholstery nozzles
plus dusting brush
› Stair & upholstery
turbo brush
› Extra long hose system
› 7.4kg

SEBO automatic X4 Extra
› 1300 Watt motor
› Computer control system
› S-Class filtration
› British Allergy Foundation
Seal of Approval
› Crevice and upholstery nozzles
plus dusting brush
› Extra long hose system
› 7.4kg

SEBO automatic X5 Extra
› 1300 Watt motor
› Computer control system
› S-Class filtration
› ‘Big foot’ cleaning head
for large areas
› British Allergy Foundation
Seal of Approval
› Crevice and upholstery nozzles
plus dusting brush
› Extra long hose system
› 7.6kg
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VERSATILE VACUUMING
Making life easier.
Ergonomic, practical and easy to use.

Intelligent
attachment
storage
The range of
attachments that
come with each
machine have been
designed to be
stored ‘on board’
for quick access
and tidy storage
when the machine
is not being used.
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Extended Reach
SEBO automatic X machines have a patented
integral hose and wand for instant use. A long
extension hose is also available (standard
with the X4 Excel, X4 Pet and X5 Extra) giving
you a reach of up to 6 metres. The very long
10m cable also gives a tremendous cleaning
range without having to change power points.

Flat Out
SEBO upright cleaners will work when completely flat, making it
possible to vacuum under furniture and other difficult areas.

INTELLIGENT DESIGN
Performance you can rely on.
Made in Germany, built to last.

Hard floor

Carpet

BRUSH
BRUSH
CHECK		 CHECK BAG
DOWN
UP
BRUSH
OR BLOCKAGE
				

Computer Control System
An on-board computer is at the
heart of the enhanced reliability and
performance of SEBO automatic X
machines.
Powered Height Adjustment
The computer controls the
powered height adjustment system,
automatically adjusting to the floor
surface. It ensures that the brush is
at the optimum cleaning position and
even compensates for brush wear.
Information Display System
Green lights tell you when the
machine is changing height. Red
lights indicate when the machine
needs checking (for example if
there is a blockage).

Easy to Handle
The low handle
weight, comfortable
grip and easy
gliding action
make for effortless
cleaning.

Convenient to Carry
Carrying handles on the front
and rear make the machines
easy to lift and carry.

Auto Shut-down
If a red light is ignored, the computer will automatically shut
the vacuum cleaner down to prevent damage and the red
light will flash to indicate the nature of the problem.

 asy to Maintain
E
Through intelligent design,
all routine maintenance can be
done without tools, and changing
the filter bags and filters couldn’t
be easier.

Guaranteed Belts
Smooth belts waste power – they
slip and stretch, break and are
awkward to replace. SEBO use
reinforced toothed belts, which
won’t slip or stretch. They are
designed to last the life of the
machine, and are covered by the
5 year parts and labour guarantee.
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PURE PERFORMANCE
No escape for dust.
With SEBO, once dust has been picked
up, you never have to face it again.

Clean Living
Clean indoor air is paramount for those
who suffer from allergies, have pets,
small children, or who just want a dust
free home. Choosing the right vacuum
cleaner is essential to achieve this. The X
Range comes with a filtration system of
proven effectiveness.

Constant Cleaning Performance
The vertical design enables air to flow into
the microfilter through the sides of the
multi-layer bag, rather than passing down
through all the collected dirt – allowing the
vacuum cleaner to give constant cleaning
performance.

SEBO filter system
SEBO filtration has been proven in
professional environments for years.
Experienced in providing high quality
filtration for hospitals, hotels and office
buildings, SEBO offers the same standard
for the home with the X Range.
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The filtration system is so effective
because it uses the principle of
electrostatic attraction.

Proven Filtration
The exhaust air of the SEBO automatic
X has been independently proven to
meet the highest level of filtration,
S-CLASS, by the independent German
institute, SLG.

The filter fibres have a static charge,
which attracts particles to them - in the
same way that static attracts dust to your
television screen! Other filters clog because
they act as a physical barrier to dust. The
electrostatic material has a relatively
open texture which lets air flow easily yet
traps dust particles, thus giving excellent
filtration AND excellent suction.

British Allergy Foundation
Seal of Approval
British Allergy Foundation
tests found that the filtration
system removes 100% of dust
mite allergen and the SEBO
bag system made emptying
ultra hygienic.

Three stages of filter clean the air before
it is exhausted.
A. Stage one consists of the sealable multilayer filter bag. This effectively retains
bacteria, allergens and other potentially
harmful substances for safe disposal.

Clean and Convenient to Empty
Open the cover and the bag is automatically
unloaded from the machine. Seal the bag and
drop it in the bin, simple.
SEBO’s patented multi-layer, sealable filter
bags effectively retains bacteria, allergens
and other potentially harmful substances
for safe disposal.
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Certified Filtration Quality
The S-Class-Filtration system meets the
demanding requirements of asthma and
allergy sufferers, because fine dust particles
are firmly retained inside the machine and
not released into the air.

B. The second stage is the Micro Filter,
positioned beside the filter bag, which also
protects the motor.
C. The third filter is the Exhaust Filter.
This final filtration process ensures the air
emitted from the vacuum cleaner is clean
and pure.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
What our customers say
“	The best vacuum cleaner I have ever used.
Brilliant! Makes life easier!”
“	Excellent cleaner. Wouldn’t buy any
other make”
“	You don’t have to look at all the stuff you have
sucked up, also come the time to empty, you
don’t have to breathe it in!”
“ Recommended by my physiotherapist”

Dusting Brush*
Has long soft bristles for effective dusting of grooves, etc,
without causing damage to delicate surfaces.
490mm Straight Tube
Gives greater reach, for example, to high ceilings.
Floor and Wall Brush
For hard floors which are either too rough or too delicate for
an upright and for rapid dusting of textured walls/ceilings.
Flexible Extension Hose*
Enables a total reach of up to 6 metres.
Radiator Brush
Fits onto the end of the crevice nozzle. For dusting/cleaning
into narrow spaces.

“ A great product. Simple and easy to use”
“ Brilliant vacuum cleaner”
“	This is an excellent machine. A good looking,
good performance vacuum cleaner! We think
the best on the market!”
“	Delighted with the performance, compact
design and high quality”
“ A pleasure to use”
“	Fantastic suction even though lower wattage
than many other models and therefore more
economical”
“ Simply the best vacuum I have ever used”
“ Far superior to my previous vacuums”

Stair & Upholstery Turbo Brush**
Air driven rotating brush for small or awkward areas.
Lifts carpet pile. Gives superior fibre/hair pick up.
Combined S-CLASS/odour filter**
Combines S-CLASS filtration with activated carbon for
odour control – ideal for households with pets.
Special Upholstery Nozzle
Flat for vacuuming the seams of upholstery.
SEBO Fresh – Air fresheners
Perfumed capsules emit a pleasant aroma as you vacuum.
Delicate Floor Brush
A soft bristled brush roller is available for use on delicate floor
surfaces such as cushion vinyl and wool loop pile carpet.

“	Very efficient vacuum. Great on carpet. Almost
drives itself. Easy to use. Light”
“Very pleased with the performance. Tools are
easier to use. Cleans well”
“Without doubt the best vacuum cleaner on the
market. Every home should have one”

The DUO
dry carpet-cleaning system
For effective spot, carpet
and upholstery cleaning –
without water.

The SEBO Range also includes:
SEBO airbelt K
cylinders

SEBO Felix
uprights

SEBO airbelt
D cylinders

Compact and
powerful

Versatile and
manoeuvrable

Award winning
performance
and design

SEBO
K1 Komfort

SEBO
Felix Vogue

Duo-P One idea – many advantages
A cleaning system with no unpleasant
odours, no waiting time for drying,
no shrinkage, just excellent results.
Endorsements from the GAF allergy
research centre in Germany and The
British Woolsafe Organisation make
duo-P the intelligent choice for those
with dust allergies or wool carpets.

SEBO
D2 Storm

The DUO’s
contra-rotating brushes
open up the carpet pile
and allow the duo-P carpet
cleaning powder deep into
the carpet pile and around
all of its fibres for optimum
cleaning results.

Duo-P is made from thousands of
micro-sponges. As duo-P is brushed
into the carpet pile or upholstery fibres,
a cleaning solution in the sponges
dissolves the dirt which is then removed
when the duo-P is vacuumed out.

* Standard with the X4 Excel, X5 Extra and X4 Pet.
** Standard with the X4 Pet.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS / PRODUCT FEATURES
		

› Vacuum motor max.
› Brush width.
› Design

X1.1

X4 EXTRA

X4 PET

X5 EXTRA

1150 Watt

1300 Watt

1300 Watt

1300 Watt

31cm

31cm

31cm

37cm

WHITE

NAVY BLUE

BLACK

NAVY BLUE

FILTRATION
› S-Class filtration

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Multi-layer

Multi-layer

Multi-layer

Multi-layer

5.3l

5.3l

5.3l

5.3l

Optional

Optional

Yes

Optional

› Computer Control System

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

› Electronic motor/belt protection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

› Filterbag
› Filterbag volume
› Activated carbon odour filtration

PRODUCT FEATURES

› Powered Height Adjustment

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

› Integrated Hose and Wand

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

› Stair Hose System

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

› Stair & Upholstery Turbo Brush

Optional

Optional

Yes

Optional

› Crevice and Upholstery Nozzle
› Dusting Brush
› Filterbag Change Indicator
› Cleaning Range
› Weight
› Noise level
› Construction
› Guarantee

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Optional

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

11m

11m

11m

11m

7.3kg

7.4kg

7.4kg

7.6kg

68dbA

68dbA

68dbA

68.5dbA

High Grade ABS

High Grade ABS

High Grade ABS

High Grade ABS

Five year parts and labour. Domestic use UK mainland only.

FLOOR SUITABILITY*
› Cut Pile Carpet

Ideal

Ideal

Ideal

Ideal

› Hard floor

Ideal

Ideal

Ideal

Ideal

› Loop Pile Carpet

Suitable**

Suitable**

Suitable**

Suitable**

› Pet hair on floor

Ideal

Ideal

Ideal

Ideal

Suitable

Suitable

Ideal

Suitable

› Pet hair on stairs and upholstery

* This is a general guide only. Floor qualities vary. We recommend sample testing first.

If in doubt use optional Delicate Floor Brush or consult SEBO

** With optional delicate floor brush fitted.			

Customer Services, or your flooring supplier.

SEBO (UK) Ltd, The Merlin Centre, Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3QL. Tel: 01494 465533 Fax: 01494 461044 www.sebo.co.uk
Specifications may be subject to change. All details correct at time of printing.
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